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Abstract

Due to the constraints of VLSI scaling, future processor
and system-on-chip designs will by necessity incorporate
on-chip communication networks. In this paper, protocols
and signaling technologies are explored in the context of
future on-chip multiprocessors in the 100nm regime. Scal-
ing trends for devices and wires are predicted and based on
these models, protocols and circuits are designed.

Because future multiprocessor chips require different
network functionalities, tasks, and data transfer proper-
ties, design space for the new chip architecture is explored,
including communication paradigm, data type, topology,
switching technique, routing protocol, and node organi-
zation. A working communication protocol and a well-
defined network architecture are designed to serve the need
of next generation multi-processor chips.

At the 100nm regime, interconnect delay becomes a ma-
jor challenge and needs to be taken into account at all lev-
els. High-speed low-power CMOS drivers, receivers, and
repeaters for global on-chip interconnection are designed
and evaluated in terms of energy and delay. Our goal is
2.7GHz speed, which is about 10 FO4 delays, under 1.2V
supply.

1 Related Work

A summary of scaling trends and issues are presented
in [13, 6]. Based on these scaling trends, many researchers
have concluded the only scalable architectures in the bil-
lion transistor era must consist of an array of processing
nodes within a chip.[9, 7, 15]

As MIMD architectures became popular in the 80’s, the
network that provided the communication channel between
processing elements became an important design focus.
Since the first generation of multicomputers, interconnect
networks have been designed, specifically tailored to the
distinct features of each machine’s communication style.
One obvious interconnect characteristic is topology, rang-

ing from the most popular 2D mesh to the exotic 3D cube.
For example, MIT Alewife and Stanford Dash both had
a 2D mesh network, while Cray T3D and MIT J-machine
had a cube topology. There are other important characteris-
tics as well such as switching technique, routing protocol,
and node organization [2]. Also, some characteristics of
the switch or the machine feature have been explored to
give rise to new designs. For example, MIT Alewife ma-
chine attempted to integrate shared memory with message-
passing communication [8].

The big difference between previous interconnect net-
works and the one we propose to build is that we deal with
on-chip communication networks. Until now, process tech-
nologies allowed only a few processors on a chip, giving
opportunity to build a bus-based network and leaving lit-
tle incentive to build a switch-based network. However,
with process technology nearing 0.13�m, designers began
to have billions of transistors at their disposal and multiple
tens of processors will be fabricated on chip. As a result,
a switch-based network will rise to popularity. Then, the
question is, what kind of a switch-based network will be
appropriate? This question will be answered differently
than in the past because the on-chip network should al-
low close coupling to the processing element at very high
switching speeds and ,at the same time, deal with slow
global interconnect delay at the future process. A very re-
cent example of such an on-chip network is the communi-
cation network on RAW [15].

Low latency and low-power switching network also in-
volves encoding and decoding of data at both ends of a
point-to-point network. The weight encoding [10] and
phase modulation [11] technique are such examples.

Simple inverters have been sufficient as a driver/receiver
and a repeater for on-chip global interconnection previ-
ously. Therefore, most of the earlier works on interface
circuit designs focused on sizing problems of multi-stage
buffering to optimize for power [4].

However, recently low-power design has become one of
the most important design criterion in VLSI circuits and
it was found that long global interconnection can spend
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big chunks of total power. Therefore, There have been
many research efforts on the field of low-power on-chip
global signaling scheme. There are two main techniques
developed. The first one focuses on reducing the voltage
swing on wire [5, 1]. This scheme needs a special low-
swing driver and a level converting receiver. The second
technique reduces power consumption by utilizing charge-
sharing between bit-lines. Hui Zhang’s paper shows excel-
lent reviews on current low-power drivers/receiver circuit
designs [16].

Until now, wire speed was not a main concern for on-
chip interconnection designers. Even long wire delay was
significantly faster than gate delay. However, many re-
search works revealed that in the near future, global wire
cannot keep up with the ever-growing speed of logic gate.
It is expected that the RC delay of on-chip global wire
will increase by 2 times per generation due to the in-
crease of die size and the difficulty of metal-line scaling
[6]. Many works on off-chip high-speed electrical signal-
ing have been done [3, 12], but there is little work done in
on-chip high-speed for the future process.

2 Methodology

2.1 Process

Based on the projections in [13], we generated spice
device decks and Space[14] parameter decks. The spice
decks model the transistors, while the Space decks are used
in the calculation of wiring capacitances from layout. The
spice decks were generated through BPTM, which is pro-
vided by the Device Group at UC Berkeley. The Space
parameter decks were generated by hand.

2.2 Protocol

As a first step, design space for building network proto-
col and architecture will be explored. Since the sole user
of the network is a programmer, the network must be able
to handle the needs of the programmer and the surround-
ing chip environment. This means that we need to sup-
port message passing, both expected and unexpected, and
shared memory. In addition, streaming data and I/O in-
terrupts and transfers must also be supported. These sys-
tems affect the type of data that will travel on the net-
work and most importantly, the behavior of the network.
As for topology and routing scheme, the design is set to
use a 2D topology and a point-to-point crossbar intercon-
nect. This is because 2D is most suited for scaling in VLSI
on-chip and a point-to-point crossbar allows fast multi-
cast/broadcast messages on the network. Two other design
spaces will be explored. For switching techniques, there
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Figure 1:Test bench. The top metal layer is used for wire and
its length is the predicted size of a tile.

are packet-switching (store-and-forward), circuit switch-
ing, and worm-hole routing. For routing schemes, there
are deterministic and adaptive routing.

Further down the line, there are issues regarding the
amount of buffering along the node and at the destina-
tion to the processor, network-to-processor interface, and
handshake between communicating nodes. Another im-
portant issues in designing networks involve deadlock and
livelock.

When all the design space have been explored, we will
build a working protocol and a well-defined architecture
that will be ready to be implemented in future on-chip mul-
tiprocessor.

2.3 Circuit

We focus on CMOS voltage-mode serial-link low-
swing differential signaling circuits. Current-mode is cur-
rently popular in off-chip interconnection because it is ro-
bust to voltage supply noise and usually low-power [12].
But RC characteristics of on-chip wire makes the appli-
cation of this technique hard to on-chip communication.
We may work on it after finishing works on voltage-mode.
Bus architecture is prohibited because it is almost impos-
sible to get fast speed at the future process with bus sig-
naling scheme. Low-swing differential signaling is robust
to noise, low-power and fast. Differential signaling is be-
lieved to give almost 2 times faster speed.

First of all, we will choose the ones which are appro-
priate for the future process among various conventional
interconnection circuits based on the predicted technology
models. We build a standard test bench for fair compari-
son and compare candidates in terms of energy and delay.
The test bench is shown in Figure 1. Besides, based on
the comparison results, we will try to build new circuit de-
signs. Also, we are planning to do research on optimal
length for inserting repeaters and optimal width of wire.
Xcircuit is used for the schematic design, Magic is used
as the layout editor, and SPACE [14] extracts the layouts.
The extracted netlists are simulated with HSpice simulator
to measure energy consumption and delay.
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